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Combine exceptional protective 

performance with extraordinary comfort to 

reduce risk and improve productivity.The 

unique, smooth crown design eliminates 

the risk of an impacting object being 

trapped by ribs, ridges or slots. SEI 

certified to meet ANSIZ89.1, Type 1, 

Class G or E.  

(Available in Blue, Gray, Green, Red, 

White, Yellow, Orange and Hi Vis Orange.) 

 

Premium quality, finish ABS moulded shell 

with high impact protection and chemical 

resistance, superior fit and the Staz-on 

harness, with its slide adjustment for 

added stability and enhanced wearer 

comfort. The V-gard is the premium shell 

version, compatible with a full range of 

accessories, this product also meets 

optional requirements concerning lateral 

deformation, electrical insulation, as well 

as very low temperature environments. 

 

 
A versatile new shell design without rain 

trough, available in HDPE or ABS featuring 

strength and rigidity in a lightweight hard 

hat. Complete with accessory slots and 4-

point nylon web suspension with forehead 

comfort band and crown pad, 4-point chin 

strap anchorage and 3-level height 

adjustment. 

(Available in White, Yellow, Red, Navy, 

Grey, Dark Green, Sky Blue, Light Blue 

and Orange.) 
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4-Point Pinlock Suspension - Hard hat with 

a flat front and 4-point suspension. Has 

large, pillowed, replaceable brow pads. 

Comes standard with a poly brow pad. 

Easy to adjust vertical height settings, two 

front and two rear, provide a customized 

fit which will increase wear time and 

worker compliance. All vertical height 

adjustment settings ensure that the hard 

hat remains centered on the head. The 

low-profile shell design of the cap 

combines a perfect fit with a look that 

workers prefer. 

 

 
ABS shell, 6-point plastic suspension with 

pinlock adjustment, CE EN 397 

approved, Type 1 Class G. 

 

 
ABS Shell, Tough, Lightweight and 

durable, Reinforced ribs on top provides 

impact protection, Slotted sides, with 

cotton sweat band. 

 
4-Point Pinlock Suspension - Hard hat with 

full brim for additional protection from sun 

and rain exposure. Has large, pillowed, 

replaceable cotton brow pads. Easy to 

adjust vertical height settings, two front 

and two rear, provide a customized fit 

which will increase wear time and worker 

compliance. All vertical height adjustment 

settings ensure that the hard hat remains 

centered on the head. Conform to all 

OSHA and ANSI Z89.1-2003, Type I, Class 

E & G requirements. 
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ABS safety helmet. Innovative “baseball cap” 

shape to improve vision when looking up. Also 

tested for front back wearing, to reduce 

encumbrance. Polyamide cradle: 3 textile straps 

with 8 fixing points. Foam sweat band. 

Innovative button adjustment “colour to colour” 

for head size 53 to 63 cm. 2 possible positions 

of the headband (top/low) for a better comfort. 

Electrical insulation up to 1 000 V.A.C. or 1 500 

V.D.C. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
UV-resistant high-density polypropylene (PP) 

safety helmet. Polyamide cradle: 3 textile bands 

with 8 fixing points. Foam sweat band. 

Innovative adjustable ROTOR system: head 

sizes 53/63 cm. 2 possible positions of the 

headband (high/low) for better comfort. Electrical 

Insulation up to 1 000 V.A.C. or 1 500 V.D.C. 

 

 

 

 
In event of impact, the 6 point harness 

design is capable of improving the 

distribution of the force over the entire 

head to reduce the damage caused by the 

impact. A standard 5kg striker is dropped 

from a height of 1000mm to hit the safety 

helmet. 
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